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F.U. ranked
higher than
Duke and
Northwestern
University now
considered to have worst
town-gown relations
BY ETHAN FRY

Los Angeles Times/Washington Post Wire

A massive reminder: Ringed by reoccupied buildings, the World Trade Center site remains an empty reminder of the thousands of lives lost
one year ago. Plans for an official memorial are in limbo, but there's no shortage of visitors paying their respects.

Anniversary of attacks remembered
Fairfield plans memorials Stamp honoring 9-11 heroes
commemorated at Quick
for 14 alumni, parent
BY JESSICA HOLMBERG

Shaken and traumatized one
year ago, the United States fell victim to evil acts of terrorism. At
the heart of New York's financial
district, the World Trade Center
ultimately fell to the ground after
two airline jets flew into the twin
towers, where over 3,000 civilians,
health care providers, firemen, and
policemen lost their lives. Attacks
on The Pentagon and in Somerset,
Pennsylvania left Americans afraid
for their lives and of future attacks.
Despite the anger and fear,
broken spirits quickly transformed
into patriotic codes of conduct.
Stars and stripes adorned car windows. American flags fluttered in
the sky from street corner to street
corner. Athletic teams sported
American flag patches on their
uniforms. The outpour of patriotic
emotion spread nationwide. Anew
way of life emerged, and Americans were changing for the good.
One year later, the nation has
not forgotten the tragedies of Sept.
11, 2001, and the Fairfield community has bonded together to recognize the victims. Within the

university, 14 alumni and the father of a current student were lost.
"Unlike Americans in other
parts of the nation, many at
Fairfield University know individuals who died on Sept. 11 and
the families that now grieve for
them," University President
Aloysius P. Kelley, S.J. said. "It is
with this in mind that the university will create memorials on campus in memory of the parent who
died and our 14 lost alumni."
After careful consideration,
Kelley appointed a committee last
year, comprised of faculty, students, and alumni, to organize
plans for a memorial on campus.
Upon Kelley's approval, the committee proceeded to the city of
New York with a plan in mind.
"We wanted the memorial to
be small and tasteful," said Fredric
C. Wheeler, associate vice president for development and chairman of memorial committee. "The
memorial needed to be a cross representation of the horrors of Sept.
11 and an important record of how
Fairfield University and this event
SEE "FAIRFIELD" ON P.
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On Monday Sept. 9, 2002 the
U.S. Postal Service hosted a ceremony at the Quick Center to commemorate the release of a new
stamp paying tribute to the victims
of the Sept. 11 tragedy.
The theme of the night was
one of reflection, gratitude and
love.
Honorees included
firefighters from the FDNY, Dennis Brown of AmeriCare and
Dianne Auger of the American Red
Cross.
In addition, men and women
from Connecticut who assisted in
the search, rescue and recovery
efforts in New York and Washington were recognized, including
family members of World Trade
Center victims, flight attendants
and members of the Connecticut
and New York Police and Fire
Departments.
Grammy award-winning artist Roberta Flack praised the
stamp, saying that funds raised
through its purchase will help
people in need. Although she was
not asked to sing, she said she was
proud to be there as an American.

Joshua O'Connell/The Mirror

Stamp for aid: The U.S. Postal
Service commemorated a stamp
to remember the heroes of Sept.
11. The stamp was dedicated at
the Quick Center Monday.

Another proud American
present was Gary Suson, the official Ground Zero photographer for
the Uniformed Firefighters Association. He presented a moving
presentation of images set to music from his eight-month work at
the site, named "Tribute to Heroes."
SEE "STAMP" ON P.
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Problems between students
and beach residents took another
turn for the worse this summer
when the Princeton Review named
Fairfield University as having the
worst town-gown relations in the
nation.
The focal point of the decaying relations between students and
townspeople is the weekly confrontation between partying students and angry year-round residents at the beach, but town and
university officials have been
quick to downplay the conflict.
"The Review frankly fails to
acknowledge the hard work that
has achieved significant progress
in the relationship between
Fairfield University and the Town
of Fairfield in recent years," wrote
Rev. Aloysius P. Kelley, S J., President of Fairfield University, and
Doug Flatto, First Selectman of the
Town of Fairfield, in a letter to the
Connecticut Post.
Earlier, the Post printed an
editorial stressing that town and
university officials should continue to work together to improve
relations, in addition to calling on
the student government to make
strides to help the strained relationship.
Kelley and Flatto criticized
the Review's method of evaluation
for their rankings, saying that they
are "based only on one question
about a single issue asked of students on campuses."
However,"Kelley and Flatto
never Once in their letter mentioned work being done by students to help town-gown relations,
only saying that town officials and
university officials were working
to alleviate the problem.
Student beach residents like
Gina Dell'Aquila '03 have mixed
feelings about the ranking. "I definitely think it has gotten worse,"
she said. "Last weekend didn't
seem like it was out of control here.
Now that the ranking has come
out, I'm sure the SBRA (Student
Beach Resident Association) will
work hard to improve relations."
Karen Donoghue '03, FUSA
SEE

"FUSA" ON P. 4
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Mirror staff returns to do their thang...

Lauren Benson/The Mirror

Catching up on reading: The new staff of The Mirror takes time out to catch up on the stories they didn't see the first time while preparing the first issue of the
year. From left: Keith Whamond, Assistant A&E Editor; Joshua O'Connell, Managing Editor (Design/Online); Chris Zeitz, Commentary Editor; Gwen Nolan, Entertainment Editor; Cristina Bertuca, Copy Editor; Jen Malcom, Assistant News Editor; Ethan Fry, Managing Editor (Content); Mike Pignataro, Sports Editor; and Sean
Hayes, Editor in Chief.

Wanna join The Mirror ? Stop by our office TONIGHT at 6 p.m.

CAMPUS CRIME BEAT
BY JEN MALCOM
The Nationally Recognized Independent Student Newspaper of Fairfield University
Established in 1977

Monday, September 2
10:27a.m. - There was a car accident due to rain, but there were no injuries.

Sean A. Hayes
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Ethan L. Fry
MANAGING EDITOR

Tuesday, September 3
Laura Walsh
NEWS EDITOR

Content

Stephanie Sierzputowski
CAMPUS LIFE EDITOR

Joshua J. O'Connell
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Wednesday, September 4
7:01a.m. - A power failure occurred; the cause is unknown.
12:46p.m. - A burglary was reported in Claver, keys were stolen and a lap top had
been touched. Security reminds students to lock their doors.
Thursday, September 5
9:26a.m. - There was a theft of a $3,000 power pipe threader from a Bannow
mechanical room.
10:47p.m. - There was possession of narcotics in a Canisus parking lot. It was
referred to judicial.
Friday, September 6

ASSISTANT EDITORS
Jen Malcolm, Laura Pfiefer-News
Laura Pfiefer-Campus Life
Keith Whamond-A&E
Mike Theile-Sports

v

3:39a.m. - A vehicle was stopped and a stolen Fairfield street sign was confiscated.
5:13p.m. - A couch that was left outside the village apartments was stolen.

11:16p.m. - There was possession of drug paraphernalia in Dolan. The case was
referred to judicial.
Saturday, September 7

PHOTOGRAPHY
Joshua O'Connell, Bridget Smith

12:42a.m. - A narcotic possession took place involving a male student in the quad.

HOW TO CONTACT US:
Phone number. (203) 256-6600
Mail: Box AA, Fairfield University
Advertising: (203) 256-6594
Offices: Located in room 104 of
Editor-in-Chief: (203) 256-6529
the Barone Campus Center
E-mail address: mirror@fairl.fairfield.edu
Meetings: Thursday nights at 6 PM

Students are allowed to take one copy
per week as part of their school subscriprion.
;
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Sunday, September 8
6:06a.m. - A stop sign was damaged at the town houses.

CORRECTIONS
The Mirror strives to report accurately in our stories. However, if you are
aware of any errors, please call Editor In Chief Sean Hayes at x6529.
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Death, sex rock Fairfield University over summer
BY ZACK FINLEY

With this past summer having both a
death and an arrest connected to Fairfield
University, looks of shock and dismay can
be noticed throughout campus.
In a tragic event that occurred on campus over the summer, 28 year old Anthony
Danca died of a heroin overdose.
According to Frank Ficko, associate
director of Security Danca, a non-student
and guest DJ for campus radio station
WVOF, was found unresponsive in the bedroom of a townhouse on June 29. "Because
this is such a tragic issue, we are trying to
keep the details to a minimum," said Ficko.
Jeff Stone '03, station manager for
WVOF, reflected on the tragedy. "Anthony
was a really good friend of mine," he said.
"He was doing a lot for the station, working
with the Bridgeport Bluefish to broadcast
their games with us, and he was getting his
life in the right direction, but unfortunately
what happened happened. He made a lot of
friends here and it hit everyone here hard,
especially the people at WVOF."
"We all really miss him," Stone added
"We think about it aloU.He was always
around the station, trying to learn more, trying to get more involved, trying to learn how
to do stuff. It's just rough to lose a guy like
that."
"I am shocked.," remarked Chris
Donato, '05. "It just goes to show you that
anything can happen, even at Fairfield. It is
a tragedy."
The death is the second overdose in the
townhouses in as many years, both involving non-students. Jonathan Stark, residence
area coordinator for the townhouses and
apartments believes the story goes further.
"I think what the real story is about is the

significance of the drug incident on campus, and that students aren't doing anything
to keep those around them safe."
"Two drug-related deaths, involving
"friends" of students? Don't tell me the students don't have any indication of what goes
on- yet choose to ignore it. That is a problem," explained Stark.
While most of the University community was home enjoying the summer, Police and Security were very busy keeping
up with the events at Fairfield.
In a case that is a year in the making, a
former New Haven high school teacher
turned himself into Fairfield Police after
learning there was a warrant for his arrest.
He is being charged with 39 counts of sexual
misconduct, two of which occurred in
Fairfield's own DiMenna-Nyselius Library.
According to detectives, Van Clifton
McKenzie-Adams, 41, turned himself in at
Fairfield Police headquarters after he
learned that a judge had issued a warrant
for his arrest. He has been charged with one
count of first-degree sexual assault and one
count of second-degree sexual assault for
having sex in the library.
"The acts in the Fairfield University library occurred during the summer of 2001,
between July and August," said Liddy, "and
the incidents both involved sexual intercourse."
According to Fairfield Police Lieutenant Chris Liddy, the victims of all 39 counts
were the same two girls, each 17 years old
and students in the New Haven School District.
"The acts occurred all over Connecticut," noted Liddy, "and whether or not 39
acts of sexual assault with the same two girls
shows the girls gave consent, they are still
illegal."
Neither girl knew the other was in-

volved
with
McKenzie-Adams.
McKenzieAdams had been a
New Haven high
school Latin teacher
since September
2000, after having
moved to the area
from California. He
had been working in
New Haven under a
Durational Shortage Area Permit
while studying for
teaching credentials.
Previously
published reports
say that McKenzieAdams was about to
ask the state for a
one-year renewal of
the permit when allegations about his
sexual misconduct
surfaced. In addition to teaching
Latin, he also conducted a Saturday
course, preparing
students for the
Scholastic Aptitude
Test.
A warrant was
issued on June 15 of this year and
McKenzie-Adams turned himself in on July
2. Fairfield Police have since turned the investigation over to New Haven Police considering that only 2 of the 39 accounts occurred in Fairfield.
Some students were surprised to learn

about the incident in the library. "Get a
room," remarks Matt Molinari, '04. "The
library is such a great place to study. We
don't need those kinds of things happening
there." The library staff had no comment on
the issue.

Unlike Fairfield, other schools not feeling the housing crunch
BY JEN MALCOM

cording to the Connecticut Post.
With the addition of a new 372-room
dormitory for upperclassmen, Quinnipiac
University in Hamden is no longer offering

Unofficial counts show that college
enrollment in Connecticut is up
this year for the fifth time in a row,
according to several media
sources.
While colleges and universities throughout the state, including Fairfield University, adjust to
the influx of new students, housing lags way behind.
Last September, about 90 students were forced into triples or
converted lounges.
This year four female students
were supposed to be housed in a
lounge, but due to summer enrollment withdrawals those students
were given permanent housing, according to Gary Stephenson, director of housing.
"Unfortunately, last year I
lived in a forced triple for a few
months," said Amanda Smith, '05.
"I'm glad this year less people
have to go through that torture."
It was anticipated that 30 percent to 35 percent of students
would live in forced triples this A forced triple in a now seven-person townhouse.
year, but that number has now
dropped to 26 percent. According to $ 1,000 cash to move off campus and will
Stephenson, this number is lower than it has not have any students housed at the Howard
Johnson's motel, said the Post.
been in the past.
A big variable affecting housing is the
Other area schools are also reporting
a more positive housing situation. Sacred number of students who elected to live offHeart University will have 30 students campus, said Stephenson. Last year, inihoused in Park "Royal apartments off cam- tially, more students chose to stay on-campus, but none in hotels like last year, ac- pus. However, once many realized that they

would be living in the dorms for another
year, they applied to live off-campus.
"Because we knew that we had little
chance of getting a townhouse, we decided

to get our money's worth and move to the
beach," said Holly Dubay, '04. "We also
didn't want to live in an overcrowded townhouse, especially when it would be cheaper
to live off-campus."
This year, like last year, each student
will be given an individual lottery number.
Housing officials believe this will allow stu-

dents the best opportunity to be in a group
and still receive a good lottery number.
"I did like how everyone got an individual group number, it gave us more options" said Dora Denardo, '04.
"Luckily I had a good number
so my group got an apartment."
"I hope the housing lottery
goes smoother this year," said
Kim Liaw, '04. "I know there
were a lot of problems with it
last year, I hope it was worked
out."
A lot of remodeling was
done this summer, such as converting office space into dorm
rooms and dorm rooms into office space. In Dolan, a triple
was converted into office space
and an office into classrooms.
Regis gained four bedrooms
and relocated the academic resource room. The ground floor
of Gonzaga, also known as
'The Pit,' was transformed into
office space for Housing Operations, Student Services and
the Stag Card Office. According to Stephenson, while there
was a bit of net loss in housing
space, offices that were remodeled into dorms closely balanced this loss.
"I think it's good that those offices were
moved closer to the quad," said Marissa
Muzic, '03. "They are much more conveniently located now."
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FUSA disagrees with ranking
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President, said that FUSA would work hard
this year to improve relations.
"Not everyone at the beach is a troublemaker," she said. "We're going to engage
in more community relations in FUSA
through community service programs."
Donoghue added, "Last year was a big
improvement since two years ago and this
year will be even better."
Casey Butterly '03, FUSA's Vice President of Senate, agreed. "Apparently our students feel that there is a problem," he said.
"Other than the beach, I think we have good
town-gown relations. Sadly, the beach issue overshadows these."
Butterly added, "Actions of nonFairfield students are invariably blamed on
Fairfield students, which exacerbates the
perceived problem."
According to Butterly, FUSA Senate
has created a new sub-committee to deal

with off-campus issues, and he is "optimistic" about the future.
Most students questioned thought university-town relations aren't as bad as the
Princeton Review indicates, but still believe
more work could be done to improve beach
relations.
"I think it's pretty bad that the townspeople and the university can't come to
some agreement," said Matt Aurand '04. "It
really shows the immaturity of both the students and the townspeople."
"I don't think we have the worst relations," Aurand added. "Every school has
gripes with its townspeople. The problem here
is magnified because people around this school
are usually elderly and more conservative."
Grant Pollworth '04 agreed. "I don't
think it's the worst in the nation," he said.
"People don't get angry when there are parties on a weekly basis, I just think they get
frightened whenever a big event is being
planned."
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New
College Hours!
Open til 2amL
Open 7 days a Week •11am- 2am
1557 Black Rock Turnpike
Fairfield, CT 06432
f203i 330-0085 • Fax C203J 330-0087
Ail Major Credit Cards Accepted! rsio.oo minj

COUNSELING SERVICES
Dolan Center
Private area and offices A confidential services

Personal stressors can often get in the way of you achieving your goals.
At Fairfield U, you don't have
to deal with your problems alone
anxiety ~ depression ~ disordered eating ~ loneliness ~ procrastination
substance abuse ~ family problems ~ academic stress ~ surviving trauma
gay/lesbian issues ~ self esteem ~ relationship conflicts ~ loss of a loved one

Student Support Services can help.
The PEER TUTORIAL PROGRAM
offers FREE tutoring and study skills to all undergraduates

Call x2146 for an appointment
Or email: counseling@mail.fairfield.edu

For more information, please stop by our offices on
the ground floor of Gonzaga, or call x2615.

Individual counseling, crisis intervention, group support, psychiatric consultation, and referral

^l^LASSIFIEDS
***ACT NOW! Guarantee the best
spring break prices! South Padre, Cancun, Jamaica, Bahamas,
Acapulco, Florida & Mardigras.
TRAVEL FREE, Reps Needed,
EARN$$$. Group Discounts for
6+, 1 888 THINK SUN (1-888-8446578
dept
2626)
/
www.springbreakdiscounts.com

Help wanted part time. Now hiring reps
to work inside our office. Must enjoy talking on the phone, providing
customer service and Spring Break
package information to other college students across the country.
Hourly pay + free Spring Break trip
bonus. 373-1700. Ask for Bob or
Mark.

Clean large room and bath for rent.
Separate entrance. For 2,350.00/
mo. For1 515/mo. Jennifer...3621457

Did you know that fairfieldmirror.com is
updated more than once a week?
If next Thursday can't come soon
enough, pay a visit to The Mirror
Online, as chances are you'll find
new or exclusive content.

Call 256-6594 to place a classified ad.
--. -. — .■..■+ *..**.*.

A

*u. a..A-

Classifieds are available for as little as $15 for 20 words!
Call (203) 256-6594 for more information or to place an ad.
Part time interesting work. Focus on
global social issues and geopolitics.
Good pay. In Trumbull. Easy access from exit 47 from 15 North.
Fax resume to 203-459-0236 or email to aseg513@aol.com to attachments please.
Part-time work in unstuffy Jewelry Store.
Good pay plus group commission
+ discounts. The Silver Ribbon in
Westport - 226-9320.
Your classifieds can also appear on our
website, fairfieldmirror.com! Contact George at 256-6594.

Sell spring break trips! All the fun & all
the protections. American Express
Worldwide. Guaranteed best buy!
One free trip for every 10 paid or
ca$h starting with first booking.
You sell - we collect payments.
World class vacations 800-2224432
Wanted! Spring Breakers! SunCoast
Vacations wants to send you on
Spring Break to Cancun,
Acapulco, Mazatlan, Jamaica or
the Bahamas for FREE! Call us
at 1-800-795-4786 or e-mail us at
sales@suncoastvacations.com!
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intersected."
The city of New York provided a threefoot section of one of the towers to Fairfield
University. O&G Industries, Inc., of Bridgeport, will donate the materials and labor
needed to construct the memorial.
"The city was particular to whom it
granted pieces," Wheeler said. "The pieces
are to be used for non-profit or educational
purposes only. O&G Industries have also
been helpful to Fairfield and are gratified
by what the university plans to do."
The permanent campus memorial will
be unveiled on Nov. 2, during Homecoming Weekend.
"It is our hope that the campus memorials will perpetuate the memory of those of
our community who lost their lives so tragically on Sept. 11," Father Kelley said. "At
the same time, it must be a place where
memories of the past are treasured and cherished."
Fairfield restricted $ 1 million of its own
institutional endowment to establish The
September 11 Memorial Scholarship Fund
in honor of the 14 alumni and other families who lost loved ones.
This endowed scholarship fund will directly benefit qualified students who lost a
parent, the sons and daughters of deceased
alumni and/or children of rescue workers
from the New York Police Department, the
Fire Department of New York, and the New
York Gity Emergency Medical Services
who were lost in the Sept. 11 disaster,
should they become Fairfield University
students.
"To this date no one has applied or
qualified for the scholarship. Most of the
alumni were very young or have very young
children," Wheeler said. "However, we
have received approximately $30,000 of
unsolicited donations since the fund originated."
"We do this partly to let their families,
friends and classmates know that
the university community cares,"
Kelley said. "We do it also so that future
students will always be aware of the tragedy that this nation suffered on Sept. 11, and
its very real impact on Fairfield University."
In efforts to raise funds for families of
emergency relief personnel killed or permanently disabled in the attacks, the United
States Postal Service created the "Heroes of
2001" postal stamp, which was dedicated

12, 2002 5
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Fairfield to unveil
memorial in November
CONTINUED FROM P.

SEPTEMBER

at the Quick Center on Monday.
A Community Commemoration of
Sept. 11 took place on at the Oak Room
plaza yesterday. Students, faculty and staff
presented readings and reflections about
Sept. 11.
A candlelight Mass of Remembrance
for all victims was held on the plaza outside the Egan Chapel of St. Ignatius Loyola
last night.
Dedication of a memorial plaque for
Patrick Hoey, father of Sharon Hoey '04,
will take place on Oct. 26, during Parents'
Weekend.
"The memorial plaque for Sharon's father will be located in the Barone Campus
Center," Wheeler said. "The Campus Center is central to all student life and is an appropriate place for the plaque to be viewed."
In recognition of the tragedies, other Jesuit universities such as Boston College and
Fordham University offered memorial
masses and interfaith services of remembrance.
Boston College built a "Wall of Remembrance" to honor the 21 alumni and
three parents it lost to the tragedies.
Fordham University, located in the Bronx,
New York, built two six-ton granite monuments listing the names of over 100 members of the Fordham family lost in the tragedies.
"We do not know what will happen tomorrow, so we should not be living our lives
in constant fear," said Kim Gaines '03.
"Events like what happened only make you
realize how important family and friends
are, and you do not want to fathom what it
would be like for them not to be there tomorrow."
Laura Beauregard, '03, who was abroad
in France all last year, remembered when
she could not get in touch with her family
for a whole week after the disaster, due to
international communication failures.
"Studying in France, I was scared to identify myself as an American. Some people
were unsympathetic towards me, while others were extremely supportive. As much as
I missed my family, I felt safer in France
for the time being."
"Like all Americans, the Fairfield University community now lives with a heightened fear of future terrorist attacks, anger
at the crime which was committed against
us, and a desire to root out the evil which
has harmed so many, not only in this country but around the world," Kelley said.

Alumni who lost their lives
in the September 11 attacks

Steven Hagis
Class of 1991

Christopher Slattery
Class of 1992

Joseph Heller
Class of 1986

Francis N. Mcguinn
Class of 1974

Christopher Dunne „
Class of 1995
Johanna L. Sigmund
Class of 1998

Patrick McGuire
Class of 1982

Michael Jacobs
Class of 1969
i i.iM.i.iii ii iiMiiii m ■■,ii.i

Christopher Orgielewicz
Class of 1987

Michael Andrews
Class of 1989

Marc Murolo
Class of 1995
Jonathan Cappello
Class of 2000

William Micciulli
Class of 1993

Michael Lunden
Class of 1986

Photos courtesy of Public Relations

Stamp honors
heroes who
worked at WTC
CONTINUED FROM P.
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"I don't have a gun, I can't be
dropped in Afghanistan, but I fought
back with love," said Suson.
John F. Walsh, a member of the
U.S. Postal Service Board of Governors, participated in the ceremony with
a dedication of the Heroes of 2001 Semi
postal First-Class Stamp.
The funds raised through the sale
of the stamp will provide assistance to
families of emergency relief personnel
killed or permanently disabled as a result of Sept. 11,2001.

1^_

Joshua O'Connefl/The Mirror

The panel that commemorated the Sept. 11 stamp honoring the heroes who aided at the World Trade Center.
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Dr. Young on Fairfield, knowledge and being a "chick"
BY LAURA PFEIFER
The year is 1970. The place is Loyola Hall. Eau de
Love permeates the air as music blares from the radios. All
around the smell of popcorn intermingles with that of a
new smell to Fairfield: hairspray. Loyola 1 was no longer a
boy's floor. It became the haven for the first females that
were admitted into Fairfield University.
Among them was Dr. Brenda Young, an African American alumnus of the first female graduating class at Fairfield University in 1974. On Friday, Sept. 13, 2002, at 11
a.m. in Alumni Hall, Young will be this year's Fairfield
University Convocation speaker. In this exclusive interview with The Mirror, Young discusses her life: now and
then.
"Fairfield University opened up so much for me," said
Young. "It offered exposure and laid the foundation. My
time at Fairfield University is the same as yours. I lived on
my own, had responsibility. I had to manage my time and
social life. All the things that you do, I did."
According to Debnam Chappell, dean of freshman, the
resounding choice for the convocation was Dr. Young. The
feeling was that Young's life journey was extremely unique.
Chappell believes Young's speech will be meaningful, as
well as useful for students to hear.
"She can offer her personal insights and tell of her experiences," said Chappell. "Fairfield University has
changed since 1974 and Dr. Young has the insight as to
how it has changed. This is not intended just for the freshman. It is intended for the whole Fairfield community to
come together. Everyone, should attend. The campus, as
well as the roles of men and women on the campus has
changed."

Have mixed feelings

In many ways, this is a homecoming for Dr. Young.
After almost 30 years, she will once again step foot onto
the campus where she will deliver a speech entitled "My
American Journey." Although
previously
scheduled as
the speaker for
the 2001 convocation, Dr.
Young was not
able to appear
due to the tragic
events of Sept.
11. This time
around, Dr.
Young will reflect on her life,
from her time at
Fairfield University to where
she is today,
and according
DR. BRENDA YOUNG
to her, "the
many angels that were helping me along the way."
For Young, Fairfield was where her love and appreciation of knowledge all began. An active member of the Fairfield community, she was involved in Playhouse, student
government, and was a residence hall representative. She
was also part of the Appalachia Volunteers, an early version of Habitat for Humanity. She was on the Food Committee and also did public relations work for the school. "It
made life more interesting." Young said.

In the spirit of the Women's Lib movement of the
1970's, Young only now realizes the distinction of being a
pioneer in the inaugural coeducational class. "We didn't
think of it as being significant then. It seemed as if we
belonged there. It was the spirit of the [Women's] Movement." While Young remembers slight animosity, she feels
that females were an asset to the campus.
"We were good looking chicks! We took over. We got
what we wanted, so I guess there was some jealousy," she
said.
One of her fondest memories of Fairfield University is
one that is repeatedly told. "It was finals time," Young began to explain, "and at around 9 p.m., a guy screamed out
his window, 'It's 9 o'clock and I have not grasped the material.' So we all laughed. At 11 o'clock, he screams out the
window the same exact thing. Now here we are, smoking
Marlboro's, drinking black coffee, and hoping to get a grasp
on this material. Well, finally at 2 o'clock in the morning,
the same guy leans out his window and screams, 'It is two
o'clock in the morning and I finally grasped the material.'
That was college life."
. Dr. Young has the uncanny ability of being remarkably
in tune with college students. Her speech will undoubtedly
strike a chord with the Fairfield Community.
"I want to tell students that you simply never know
where things will take you. College is the best and happiest
time of life. It is a time to maximize opportunities. Use
these years to polish the diamonds that you already are. Do
not take friends and professors for granted."
"Be an angel to somebody else. This is your time."
The Academic Convocation will be held on Friday, Sept.
13 at 11:00 a.m. in Alumni Hall. Classes will be cancelled
from 10:45 a.m. until 12:30 p.m.. All Fairfield students and
faculty are urged to attend.
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about our writing?

Clear them up.
Write for The Mirror.

LSAT

Classes starting soon!
Kaplan has classes starting soon
at Fairfield University to get you ready for Test Day!

Writing for us is not as hard
as solving a Rubik's Cube...
LSAT class at Fairfield University starts on Sunday, September 8th

Get in touch with us!
Phone: Extension 6600
E-mail: mirro r@f air 1 .fafrfield.edu
Meeting: Kostka Basement
Thursdays, 6 PM

More
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GRE class at Fairfield University starts on Saturday, September 14th
GMAT class at Fairfield University starts on Satruday, September 14th
Also, call to find out about free admissions information
seminars and practice tests going on in the area this fall!

For more information, or to enroll,
call or visit us online today!

New

KAPLAN

Same

-J LA./ i .LJ 1.1.
Great taste. Less filling.
It's Mirror Lite.

o.
|www,fairfieldmirror.ccim|
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1-800-KAP-TEST
kaptest.com
•Test names are registered trademarks of their respective owners.

Take Kaplan. Score higher

!
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Grad awarded Fulbright
B.

duction. Among her goals is to translate a
German play and have it produced in the
Fairfield University's success with United States.
Fulbright scholarships continued this year,
"Germany is one of the largest Fulbright
as recent graduate Lara Eckler was awarded programs but also one that is very competia Fulbright scholarship to Germany. This tive so her achievement is important," Kidd
is the 28th Fulbright scholarship that a Fair- added..
field University student has received.
Pride in Eckler's award can be seen
The Fulbright Grant is the most es- across the spectrum of the university. Dr.
teemed award given by the U.S. govern- Marti LoMonoco, chair of Fairfield
ment. This grant funds stuUniversity's department of visual
dents to go abroad for one year
and performing arts and associate
after graduation in order to
professor of the theatre program
pursue independent research,
said, "This is tremendous. This is
study and work.
a proud moment. Lara is an exEckler will study theater
ceptional person."
this fall under one of
Eckler, a University Fellows
Germany's most prominent
Scholar, would like to eventually
theatre historians at Freie Unipursue a graduate degree program
versity of Berlin. She will also
in playwriting. She currently has
a double major in theater and Gerbe interning at the Berliner Enman with a minor in communicasemble, one of Germany's
tions,
most important theatres. It
ECKLER
was the theatre where Berthold
Interested in applying for a
Brecht worked before he fled
Fulbright? Fairfield University has
Germany after Hitler's rise to power.
an extensive support system for students
Dr. Katherine Kidd, director of inter- who wish to apply for this award. As a renational studies and advisor to the program, sult, Fairfield has had a tremendous success
commented on Eckler's award. "Lara's rate.
project is unique in two ways," Kidd said.
Dr. Timothy Snyder, dean of the col"First, she is the first student to win a re- lege of arts and sciences comments, "Awards
search Fulbright to Germany. Second, Lara like this place Fairfield in a best and most
is the first student from the Visual and Per- significant light, along with similar awards,
forming Arts program to win a Fulbright." like our recent Goldwater Award, awards
Other Fairfield students who have trav- from the National Science Foundation, the
eled to Germany have done so only through National Security Education Program Scholthe Teaching Assistant Program
arships, and those of similar high profile.
Ecklers topic is "German Theatre Di- Many people view them as attainments, but
rectors: Transforming Text to Theatrical Pro- I see them also as celebrations."
BY MELISSA

THOMPSON

www.odwyerpr.com
Things your mother never told you about PR,
communications, integrated marketing (or whatever
they're calling it these days).
Check out especially the 33 letters from grads and
working PR pros on the value or lack of value of
majoring in PR or communications.*
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Al's Place Cafe
est. 1957
b

Tuesday 9 to 11 p.m.
$1.00 Michelob Light Bottles
Wednesday
9 to 11 p.m.
Karaoke/
Dance Party
$1.00 Lite Bottle
$2.00 House Shots!
Free Giveaways
Thursday
Karaoke
$1.00 Lite Bottles 9 to 11 p.m.
Sunday NFL
Ticket! 6 TVs!
$10.00 Bucket of
Bud
Free Buffet!
Six foot sub, wings, and more!
1795 Post Rd.
256-8963

Jack O'Dwyer, 1951 graduate of Fairfield Prep, has
been covering PR for 35 years. His newsletter and
magazine are the only PR publications ever put on
the Lexis-Nexis database in full text (since 1989).
'Right side of first page of website

Key West / GIZMOS
bar & grille

restaurant & bar

21+
9pm-1am
no cover

$5 pitchers
$2 well dn
500 drafts*
(all night)

(ladies only)

(9pm-11pm)
'domestic labels only
,?
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To submit events for the calendar, post them online at
fairfieldmirror.com or e-mail them to mirror@fair1.fairfield.edu
Sat. Sep. • Mall and Movie Trip, Alumni Hall, 6-11 p.m.

FEATURED EVENT:

The "Lady Liberty"
corn maze will be
open until Sunday,
October 27th at
Plesko's Farm, 670
Daniel's Farm Road,
Trumbull, CT. The
maze, left, is in the
shape of the Statue
of Liberty and follows
1.5 miles of trails in
4 acres of corn. The
maze is open Friday
from 3 p.m. to dusk,
and Saturday, Sunday and holidays
from 10 a.m. to dusk.
For more information, call 268-2716.

Your event can appear here for only $10!
Call (203) 256-6594 for more information.
Thu. Sep. • Junior Ring Sales, BCC, 10 a.m.-5 p.m.
• IRP Meeting, DSB Dining Room, 1 p.m.
• AHANA Student Welcome, LYL 4, 4 p.m.
• Mini Golf, Quad, 8 p.m.

12

14
15

_^
Sun. Sep. • Hispanic Heritage Month (T.E.A.M.) Student Court, BCC 206,
7 p.m.
•Senate, CNS 15, 7 p.m.
• FUSA Exec Branch Mtg, BCC 204, 7:30 p.m.
• FUSA Programming Meeting, BCC 200, 7:30 p.m.
• Sharin' Our Stories, Campus Ministry, 8:30 p.m.
• Board of Governors Mtg, BCC 200, 9 p.m.
Mon. Sep.* IRHG Meeting, BCC 206, 7:30 p.m.
• Jesuit H.S. Pizza Social, Jesuit Residence, 8 p.m.

16

Tue. Sep.

17
18
19

Wed. Sep. • Blue Cross Info Session, OHR Conf Room, 2-4 p.m.
• Career Planning, Resume Workshop, BCC 206, 3 p.m.
• A& S Faculty Meeting, DSB Dining Room, 4 p.m.
■ Glee Club Social, BCC Oak Room, 6:30 p.m.
Thu. Sep. • Walsh Gallery Opening, "From the Intimate to the invinite"
through Dec 8th
• Human Resources Brown Bag Lunch, BCC Oak, 12:30 p.m.
• Career Planning, Interview Workshop, BCC 206, 3 p.m.
• FUSA Karaoke, Levee, 9 p.m.
Fri. Sep. • FUSA presents James Wand, Hypnotist, BCC Oak, 9 p.m.

20
21

Sat. Sep. • Admissions Program, BCC Oak Room, 9 a.m.
• Presidents Dinner, Sheraton, NY
• Sandip Burman & Friends: "East Meets Jazz," Wien, 7 & 9 p.m.
• FUSA Musician, Scott Freeman, Balcony Greens, 9 p.m.
Sun. Sep. •
•
•
•
•
•
•

22

Fri. Sep. • Academic Convocation, Alumni Hall, 11 a.m.
Classes cancelled between 9:30 a.m. and 12:30 p.m
• School of Business Mtg, DSB Dining Room, 1:30 p.m.
• General Faculty Meeti ng, SON Aud, 3:30 p.m.
• Band, Levee, TBA

13

Lukacs Gallery Opening Reception, Korte Exhibit, 5 p.m. Runs until October 9th
Lectors Meeting, Campus Ministry, 6:30 p.m.

FUSA Leadership Conference, DSB Dining Room, 9 a.m
Student Court, BCC 206, 7 p.m.
Senate, CNS 15, 7 p.m.
FUSA Programming Board Mtg, BCC 200, 7:30 p.m
FUSA Exec. Board Mtrg, BCC 204, 7:30 p.m.
Sharin' Our Stories, Campus Ministry, 8:30 p.m.
Board of Governors, BCC 200, 9 p.m.

i

NEW WVOF Schedule - Beginning September 16, 2002
THE BLOCKS

Monday

Tuesday

Wednesday

Thursday

Friday

Saturday

Sunday

Gospel Alive
(from 12 AM)

Radio Verdad
(from 11:00 PM
Sat.)

Bibleway Ministries
(9:301

Polish Heritage
Radio

6:00-7:00 AM

Morning Block

7:00-8:00 AM

j Gospel Essence

WVOF Wake-up

Call

WVOF Wake-up
Call

WVOF Wake-up
Cail

WVOF Wake-up
Call

8:00-9:00 AM
9:00-10:00 AM

Contemporary
Block

10:00-11:00 AM

The O Zone

Music For
Your Soul

Endangered
Species

WVOF
Rediscovered

Morning Jam
Radio Verdad

11:00-12:00 PM
12:00-1:00 PM

bck Block

1:00-2:60 PM

Kickin* It Live

Happy Traits

Live Mix Tape

Mike and Dave

Emergency
Response

At the Ritz

2:00-3:00 PM

News Block

3:00-4:00 PM

German Melodies
News Hour

Call Me Crazy

News Hour

Mirror

News Hour

Cornerstone

Two Hours With
Catallo

Rhythmic VOF

The Rock Block

The Griff

Sharin* in the
Groove

The Dawn

Bluegrass
Express

8 O'Clock Blastoff

In Da Mixx

4:00r5:0OPM
5:00-6:00 PM

Rock Block

6:00-7:00 PM

J The Upper Room
with Joe Kelley

^:00-8:00 PM
8:00-9:00 PM
9:00-10:00 PM

Urban Block

Don't Forget the
Dumplings

WVOF
Rediscovered

1:00-2:00 AM

Rulertone
Showcase

Wisdom
Mishegoss
Theatre
Arney and the Rabbi

Evening Jam
T-Rock Blastoff

12:00-1:00 AM

Silverstone
Showcase

Swtngin' West

10:00-11:00 PM

WVOF
Rediscovered [
;
,,,„[

WVOF
Rediscovered
„

New Creation

Morally Casual

Mixed Live

11:00-12:00 AM

Free Form Block

Scandinavian
House Party

Golden Irish
Melodies

House of
Hardcore

WVOF
Rediscovered

Gospel Alive
(until 9:30 AM)

Radio Verdad

Call Me Crazy...
A live talk radio show dealing with mental health topics
Hosted by Fairfield University Counseling Services
Special guest segments as well as call-ins with comments and questions
Tune into WVOF 88.5 FM Tuesdays from 3 to 4 p.m.
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Editor: Stephanie Sierzputowski
E-mail: campuslife@fairfieldmirror.com
INFORMATION
DESK
JOSH O'CONNELL

Get help when
friends drink too
much alcohol
My roommate came home quite
drunk one night, and I wasn't
sure what to do. Should I let him
sleep it oft like I did last time, or
should I take him to the Health
Center?
—Drunk with confusion
The health center has stickers in
virtually every bathroom telling
you to not let someone sleep it off.
Who am I to argue with professional nurses and doctors?
Except...be aware that school
policy has changed; someone can
now receive points for being
brought to the health center, regardless of what the sticker says.
Handbook supercedes a decal.
Should this deter you? No.
Ultimately, it's a question of your
friend's health versus points. A
life versus a score card. It really
shouldn't matter if points are involved— if you're afraid a friend
could be in serious trouble, it
makes a LOT of sense to get them
over to Dolan immediately. It may
have been fun going for awhile,
but the fun could stop permanently
if someone's not careful when
they're out drinking. Killing the
fun for that particular night may
ensure that the person could come
out of it alright and be able to talk
to you after class the next day.
Have people slept it off successfully? Yes. But without knowing
how much they've drank, you're
really playing a game of Russian
Roulette, and you don't want to be
the one who let the trigger go if
they can't control it at that point
themselves. Call Security, get
them to Dolan, and ring the bell at
the door. They'll be happy you
did, and ultimately, so will your
roommate.
What is the CUF building? It
seems like there's nothing there,
but the way the school's always
building it would be a waste if it
was just empty. There has to be
a story.
—Confused Underage Freshman (CUF)
You're in the dark about the Central Utilities Facility, or CUF, but
it actually keeps us enlightened.
The building houses the offices for
energy services, as well as controls
for such things as the heat and A/
C. Dolanites might not feel cool
right now, but the building does
ensure that we're all comfortable
and seeing the light. Well, that is,
unless you have a campus-wide
power failure. But that would
never happen...
I'm curious as to how much
power security or RAs have.
Can an RA or security search a
backpack that I'm carrying in
SEE "RAS" ON P.

_A_
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Let s talk about sex, baby
Birth control, condoms not made available at Fairfield
BY SARA CAROLLO

Sex. Making love. Fornication. Call it what you will, but college kids are 'doin it.' Even college kids who attend Catholic Universities are participating in this
pre-marital activity.
The question is, are these
Catholic college students well
suited and prepared to be doing it
safely?
For those of you who don't
know, condoms are not made available to us here on Fairfield's campus.
According to a recent article
in the Connecticut Post, out of the
230 Catholic campuses nationwide, only a handful of these
schools have contraception available.
These colleges and universities also will not prescribe birth
control to their female population
who are seeking safer sex alternatives.
This, coupled with the fact that
the Vatican denounces sexual activity prior to marriage, does not
seem to stop college age students
from having sex.
So what does this mean for our
student population at Fairfield?
Are we, (those sexually active) as a student body, having unsafe sex that our school does not
care to address?
It is not to say that the univer-

sity should commend us for our
sometimes hasty and other times
thoughtful acts, but there should be
support should we fall.
"I believe it is the students'
responsibility to keep themselves
protected if they are choosing to
have sex," said a student who
wishes to remain anonymous.
"The university is not ignoring the issue, but is standing firm,
as it should in their traditional
Catholic beliefs. Contraception is
wrong in the eyes of the church."
However, not everyone shares
this opinion.
"Condoms should be available on campus," said Lisa
Porpora, '03. "The university
should be concerned with issues
like STDs and safe sex instead of
ignoring them. Like Marvin Gaye
said, 'Let's get it on!'"
In a recent unofficial survey
conducted in a sociology classroom, a professor asked his students if they thought a condom
machine on campus would be a
smart idea. More than half of the
students in the class raised their
hands, supporting the idea. It is
safe to say that the student body is
split in its beliefs to remedy the
problem of premarital sex and
probable devastating consequences.
One would think that the
church would choose to support
the use of contraception, rather

Photo: Kristia Janowski

than face the issues of unwanted
pregnancies and even, in some
cases, abortion.
The fact is, times are-achangin, and these issues will continue to remain prevalent, even if
they are not addressed by some
Catholic communities.
Anne Cole from the Fairfield
University Health Center did not
return phone calls regarding this

article.
It should be noted, however,
that the health center is well
equipped with pamphlets containing up to date information on issues such as STDs, condoms, and
abstinence.
There is also a Women's
Health Clinic open two afternoons
a week, which is strictly confidential.

Jazzing up the campus with coffee
BY JOSHUA O'CONNELL

If you've had the current coffee on campus recently, chances are
you're still enjoying the aftertaste
of it. Delicious.
However, changes in the offerings on campus will soon be available. A new coffee bar similar to
Starbucks will be open on campus
before the end of the semester, allowing students to be able to order
a double-low-fat-vanilla-mochalatte-espresso (or other offerings
with 15 syllables and up) without
having to drive off-campus.
Jazzman's Cafe will soon be
present on the third floor of the
campus center, where the old game
room was housed. Along with atmosphere appropriate to a cafe,
there will also be internet connections and seating to relax after a
turbo. The facility will offer graband-go offerings like pastries if students are rushing to their next class.
Dining dollars and Stag bucks will
be accepted.
According
to
James
Fitzpatrick, assistant vice president
of operations, the idea came about
in a strange way.
"Sodexho was looking for
ways to enhance its satellite operations and hoped to upgrade the
diner in a stronger fashion," he
said.
Recently, Sodexho bought a

corporation that
creates clones of
franchises many
are familiar with,
such as Sbarro
and Burger King.
Jazzman's is a
clone of
Starbucks.
After
Fizpatrick toured
Lehigh University and Merck
Pharmaceutical
to see Jazzman's
in operation, a
student panel of
five considered
the idea and gave
it the thumbs up,
as did a group of
university
The plans are already in action!
officials.
Jazzman's
construction is slated to begin the possibility of a coffee bar on
shortly, with completion aimed for campus. "It's a good idea," said
just before finals, to give students Alexis Delaney, '04. "It's a nice
something to have when they're up alternative to have a snack instead
late studying, Fitzpatrick said. of going to the cafeteria. If I was
Prices should be comparable to a close to the campus center, I would
Starbucks.
definitely go there."
Since Sodexho operates 30 to
Brian Leverone, '03, agreed.
40 Jazzman's across the nation, "I think it's a good idea. I feel that
pricing and construction is ex- the quality of the new product will
pected to be fairly easy, and if suc- be superior to the quality of the
cessful, options will be considered current product." Despite not havfor improving the Stag's offerings. ing Stag bucks, Leverone said he
Students were excited about would use the facility.

Photo: Amy Womack

Others felt it would be a great
place to meet up with friends. "It's
gonna be cool. It'll be a great place
for students to come and hang out.
It's popular, and a trendy thing to
do."
All of the people we interviewed said that they would probably go to Jazzman's for a quick
snack or drink, especially if they
were close to the campus center.
Look for the new coffee bar to put
a little pizzazz in students' lives in
a couple of months.
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RAs cannot search backpacks
CONTINUED FROM P.
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the dorms, or anything that is
sealed for that matter? I'm wondering how much privacy I have.
—My lips are sealed
Ah, so you're afraid that your illegal contraband might be discovered
by the boys in black and white, eh?
Well, RAs don't have the power to
be able to search a backpack. If you
willingly open it up, then it's not
sealed, and they have the right to
look in and so forth. Illegal search
and seizure is definitely something
they don't want to be accused of.
However, Security, just like the police, are empowered to search a
book bag, box, or anything you have
if they have reason to believe that
you have something that you're not
supposed to. If you're giving the
RA a hard time about it, chances are

,Thc
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they will call security and that's the
end of that. However, a firm but
polite no, followed by walking away,
may ensure that you won't be bothered. That's not a guarantee though
- RAs are basically paid to ensure
that you don't have something you
shouldn't have, according to the
rules of the school. They WILL escalate the situation to security if they
think you're holding a six pack in
your backpack. (Busta Rhymes,
here I come!)
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SCRAMBLED
EGGS
WORD GAME

by Joshua O'Connell

Directions Six random letters have been selected, whic h can be rearranged
toformwordsof1tiree,f6ur,five,andsixlettefs.'menumberofwordstliat [ /H
can be found are listed below. Thelettersyoucanuseareatright
Can you find all of ttie words? Onlycommonwordsareused,
and plurals are not accepted. Answers wil appear online
atwww.fairfieldmirror.com beginning Monday.
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3 LETTER WORDS —
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Send in questions about Fairfield to
campuslife @fairfieldmirror. com.
Your best questions will be answered
in this column.
Looking for more personal advice?
Send in advice questions to the same
e-mail address for A Word of Advice,
which Josh writes Mondays and
Thursdays exclusively online at
fairfieldmirror. com

4 LETTER WORDS'

Aries

March 21-April 20
You will be making significant
changes to your daily schedule,
chores and working conditions.
Your health and well being will be
critically important areas, and you
must remain flexible if you are to
come out on top. Be prepared to
compromise. You will be impulsive
and unpredictable, but that may
work to your favor in romance,
where there are surprising twists in
your personal relationships.

You,
wher
mine
brair
gagel
isshq
On i
tion i
is fir
Brini
you'

Taurus

5 LETTER WORDS

exclusively at w^Miiddraita£€(»

A Word of Advice
Joshua O'Connell answers some
of your life's big questions...
6 LETTER WORD

Did you find a word that was not in our list?
Do you have a comment abour our puzzle?
Wantyourpaperto carry Scrambled Eggs?
E-mail us at campuslife@fairfieldmirror.com

Many people rely on The Mirror
as a secondary source of relief.

New columns Monday
and Thursday on

Write for us...
...and be Fairfield's print
version of Ex-Lax.

Send us your stories:
By E-mail...

..by mail...

mirror@fairl.fairfield.edu

Mailroora Box AA

The future of toilet reading
material is in your hands.

Write for The Mirror.

(Pardon the pun.)

...or by hand!
Campus Center Room 104
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It

April 21-May 20
Your tastes and values are changing, and you may find that the typical entertainment you seek out has
dramatically changed. It may become more expensive, more challenging, and you may have to take
a step back for a moment and ask
yourself if you can afford things
you have set up. You may be drawn
to some form of "intensive" or risky
sporting activity, but be careful,
since you will tend to be a bit accident-prone this week.

Ever
youi
May 21-June 21
beind
This is not a good week to do a lot causl
of extensive repairs to your home. chanl
There could be little disasters that possi|
require immediate repairs though, and
and there is not much you can do to breatj
prevent them. Console yourself actua
with the knowledge that no matter life.
what happens it is likely necessary and
in ordeito make space for a better, areas!
and more stable living space in the Simrf
long run. On the upside you are thingl
going to find yourself in great de- with
mand socially, and a makeover
could have positive effects.

Gemini

Cancer
June 22-July 22
You are frustrated with working
conditions. You can get a lot accomplished together with the authority
figures in your workplace, but that
may not make you popular with the
rest of the "grunts". Your gut instinct is probably the right one
though, and you are likely to be noticed as responsible for a boost in
everyone's productivity. Be careful
that you don't overwork yourself.
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Must See Features

Regular Updates
Campus News.
Isn't it about time you
brought something to
the conversation.

Movie Listings.
Go check out that new
flick before someone
tells you how it ends.

Dally Weather.
Now that you're going
out... Umbrella? Coat?
Flood gear?

Cash for College.
Sure, college life costs
money. We'll even help
you find scholarships.

Calendar.
Find something to da
See what's going down
on and off campus.

Daily Horoscope.
Thafs right, we know
what the future holds.
Pretty cool, huh?

■.■■■■■
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July 23-Aug. 22

There's more to life than
reality TV and bad pizza.
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If you are really tempted to try rock
climbing, bungee-jumping or some
other dramatic and dangerous sport
or activity this week—don't. You
could end up with sqjrne painful and
costly injuries if you are not careful. You have better luck making
new friends in less dramatic settings, but that does not mean you
have to settle for dull. Some new
technology or communications toy
will bring you together with others.

Virgo
Aug. 23-Sept. 22
Family members are pushing you
towards a dramatic personal
makeover that you don't feel ready
for. You could end up in a power
struggle with a parent who is anxious about some aspect of your
lifestyle. Stand firm in your beliefs. Look forward to a positive
financial opportunity.
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StagStock rocks the quad

Libra

Sept. 23-Oct. 23
You are still in the danger zone
where it comes to speaking your
mind. The problem is that your
brain is not in gear before you engage your mouth, and your mouth
is shooting away at a mile a minute.
On the upside, it looks like a vacation or trip you have been wanting
is finally in the "doable" category.
Bring along a notepad, because
you'll have amazing ideas.

Scorpio
Oct. 24-Nov. 21
Someone who annoys you at first
could actually prove to be a good
lead on a new source of income.
Trust your intuition, because all the
facts may not be obvious to you.
You will have a lot of energy, but
your patience and tolerance for
strange antics is low - which is unfortunate, because your friends and
companions are likely to be acting
very oddly indeed.

X*

If
h

Nov. 22-Dec. 21
Everything is not going as badly as
you imagine right now. You are just
being way too hard on yourself because you are hoping to make
changes far faster than is humanly
possible. If you take a step back,
and have some calming deep
breaths, you will find that there is
actually a lot of good news in your
life. Friends, social connections,
and romantic relationships are all
areas ofpositivegrowth right now.
Simply change your focus and
things will look a lot brighter. Go
with the flow, don't fight it.
0mm
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Sagittarius

Capricorn

Dec. 22-Jan. 20
It's not the best week for any sort
of travel. There could be construction (destruction more likely, at
least in your eyes) along the routes
you normally travel. You would be
advised to keep a local "trafficweather-news" radio station on
when you are on the road, and plan
for alternative routes, just in case.
The upside is there is more money
to be made than usual, so you may
be able to tolerate the commutes.

Aquarius
Jan. 21-Feb. 19
You are likely to be dealing with
some kind of crisis of faith this
week, caused by the revelation of a
secret. This trouble, however it
manifests, will be a personalitybuilding experience, something that
makes you stronger, tougher and
more sure of your own path in life.
Some recreational diversion or
news of an upcoming trip could significantly brighten your mood.

K

Pisces

Feb. 20-March 20
Relationships, partnerships and romances tend to be challenging this
week. Your loved ones will keep
you on your toes, as they will tend
to be energetic and demanding. You
will be more focused on family
matters, because a secret matter is
coming forward, and someone who
has been hiding good news will pop
up to brighten your spirits, just
when it was most needed.

-Ok

Courtesy of Casey Timmeny

Fairfield students i
Ensemble, as well as M
this past Saturday in t
by the H/

mances by the Fairfield Dance
VearFall, and Virginia Coalition
all-day event was co-sponsored
?USA, and WVOF

Cheers Z :

BOOS

Send in your Cheers & Booj to the Mirror today!
Mail: Box AA
mirror@fairl .fairfield.edu

:o being back...to kegs every
light...to laying out every day...to
:he Naked Mormon's raft...to
Vlackin and his kayak...to Maria
lapping in the toilet bowl...to walking every where... to free booze...to
■usty swollen benches and dry
ieddish...to Regis frisbee...to $70
worth of free handles...to 306
:ount...to guess who's back, DJ,
lack again, Tiki... to random drunk
messages...to 123...to errrrrrrr's...to
iackups...toasickview...to301...to
iving in the apartments...to circle of
ieath...to watching 4 back to back
episodes of while you were out...to
Sheryl Crow totally rocking...to
nacaroni and cheese that i made all
ly myself...to Kims birthday...to
laving 3 classes...to wearing only
Free Fairfield shirts...to the blond
:hic that asked intelligent
questions...to automatic A's...to the
lew addition of Bannow...to carrots
with dip...to no sex in the Dolan
"oom...to long power outages...to the
Friends session 2 DVD...to starting
lut the night bored and finishing
iappy...to the freshman that signed
jp at the activities fair-welcome
iboard..to game show network...to
>martfood...to drinking before doing
:heers and boos...to monkey-san...to
;he Loyola res life staff...to
Ethan...to smokin weed in the streets
without cops harrassin'...to still livng for today, in these last days of
:ime...to communism...to voyeursm, something to do on a Sunday

night...to Jeffrey Wigand, who's out
on a limb...to Lowell Bergman...to
Jim Shay...to Linda Pinto...to John
Schwing...to Steve Winters...to
Mike Daly...to Frank Keegan...to
Cathy Zuraw...to Charlie Walsh and
the old geezer...to pigman...to Linda
Conner Lambeck...to Mike
Maykc.to Andy Brophy...to the
Miami Sharks resurrected on
PS2...to Shark Levay...to Cap
Rooney...to Spartacus...to Oscar
Schindler...to kudos bars...to grad
assistants...to SS, she's a cutic.to
nice editors...to those friendly, but
weird people who live on my side
of Kostka and smoke for two hours
at a time outside the door...to this
column finally looking somewhat
full...to the Soco...to mayo, mustard,
ketchup...to Pizza Med - you guys
are great...to skeet shoot-outs...to
reimbursements...to having my
internet connection back...to power
outages - they can actually be fun if
you know what to do...to 40s on the
stoop...to Kate and Virg with the
Rasperi Stoli...to the Baltimore
Aquarium...to the orange light...to
mullets...to townhouse 91...to not
having to live in the dorms again...to
not caring anymore...to late night at
the Mirror...to the last year of
college...to Gweny...to intramural
soccer...to turning 21 on Tuesday...to
turning 21 on Wednesday...to turning 21 on Thursday...to turning 21
on Friday...to turning 21 anyday...to
the cheers being filled...

to being sick already...to being
broke already...to Jackie thinking
she"s tough (especially with the
bartender)...to the power loss on
Monday afternoon...to UConn
RA's...to 58ers...to frolin kickin my
@$$...to girls with boyfriends...to
parties kicked early...to busted
ones...to siettins passed out on...to
Sodexho...to football starting...to
the lady at the Oakdale that told us
to sit down...to cranium...to the
fairfield operators...to voice mail
not working...to the education department telling you to transfer...to
Marissa sending that picture...to
heards of freshman at the town
houses...to the guys that live above
us. stop bouncing the basketball...to
the long trek to class...to UNO being flooded...to all the food that
went bad in ,the refrigerator
already...to housing repairsnot being done...to living on the same
floor as my freshman roommate...to
mixing malt beverages, not a good
idea....to no one sending in cheers
or boos, you guys must remember
this from last year, right?...to
commericals that say Chuck
Woolery makes you horny...to
labels...to RUC collusion...to cops
harrassin'...to capitalism...to slow
computers...to Cindy Simoneau...to
missing your own party...to old
roommates who won't stay out of
yourlife...to grease splatterings...to
the never ending construction on
this campus...to Josh...to always

being cute...to not being 21 yet...to
life's tough...to being thought of as
a drunk...to infected ears...to losing
power on campus twice already...to
the beach residents already giving
us a hard time, lighten up fellas...to
not getting stories in, ever...to mixed
feelings...to hidden taps at
parties...to everyone staying in the
fenced in area...to cheating
boyfriends...to chipped nail
polish...to no air conditioning...to
windows that won't open...to teachers that have already assigned
projects...to slutty ex-girlfriends...to
lighting, keep the peace...to drunken
phone calls...to pigging out late
night...to another year of campus
food...to computers that crash...to
being at the library 24/7...to not being the one getting @$$ in the
library...to walking home from the
bar soaking wet, that sucked...to
picking up Zeitz from the beach with
7 other people at 3 a.m...to still not
having enough housing...to having
a single in Dolan senior year...to
mounds of hot garbage...to skunks
on campus...to the albino skunk...to
eyes glazing over from staring at a
computer screen for 5 hours...to having a crush on someone who doesn't
know that you exist...to not having
the guts to tell your crush that you
exist...to low tide...to skinny girls in
bikinis, put yourselves away...to
your cell phone ringing in class and
the teacher already hating you for
it...to trashy girls scammin on our
guys...to downward spirals...
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The family is back, the plot thickens
BY RENEE APPELLE

Bada bing- "this thing of ours" is finally
back. After a lengthy hiatus HBO's critically acclaimed original series, The Sopranos, has returned.
This Sunday at 9 p.m. a hush will fall over
the quad,
the town
houses
will be
silenced,
t he
ap art-

son.
Jackie Junior's death at the hands of his
stepfather Ralph, upon the request of Tony,
left many viewers wondering what effect
this event will have on Tony's already tenuous relationship with his rebellious daughter, Meadow.
Tony didn't have much luck with his son
A.J. either, who was caught cheating on a
geometry test and expelled from school.
After much arguing, Carmela finally conceited that Tony might be right in suggesting they send A.J. off to Hudson Military
Institute for some much needed displine.

Tony, however, realizes that A.J. is
prone to panic attacks, as is he. Tony decided that he would never be able to put his
child through the stress that accompanies
such a harsh disciplinary action.
With his immediate family attended to,
Tony must now pull the reigns in on his
"business associates." Paulie and Ralph are
at odds with one another, and Junior's cancer is in remission, but his trial on RICO
charges is just a few weeks away.
The county sheriffs aren't the only one's
gunning to break up the Sopranos' Crew.
Adriana has unknowingly befriended an un-

The Family is facing trouble, from the inside out

Good girl, bad movie
BY ETHAN FRY

and
Ralph
operate
and assured
him

The heart: Carmela

The head: Tony Soprano
ments quiet, and a calm will blanket the beach as Fairfield University students gear up to watch the
premiere episode of The Sopranos'
fourth season.
The public is anxiously awaiting some conclusion to the
cliffhangers HBO's writers, David
Chase and Lawrence Konner, left
us with in the spring of 2001.
Murders, plot twists, romantic affairs, illegal activities, and
family strife have lead up to what
promises to be an explosive sea-

dercover FBI agent "Danielle" which could
lead to some potentially harmful coffee
talks.
Dissension among the ranks is increasingly more prevalent as well. Paulie had a
chance meeting with Johnny Sack in which
he expressed his concerns with the way Tony

thoughtless accident until she meets a new
co-worker, a boy who has named himself
Holden after the main character in The
Catcher in the Rye and plays all too well
the role of the brooding pseudo-intellectual.
Needless to say, a secret affair begins
between Justine and Holden, and the film
follows the story of the deceit, pain and consequences of the affair. Throughout the film,
Justine is forced to make a choice between
her feelings of emptiness and despair in her
old life and the exciting but turbulent affair
with Holden.
This movie was well-acted from the top
down, with a superb performance from

The Good Girl is a gritty, neo-nihilistic
film about meaningless life in small-town
America that provides the backdrop for a
sitcom star's cinematic breakthrough, but
little else.
Still, a lot of credit has to be given to
Jennifer Aniston for finally breaking out of
the "Rachel Green" yuppie Friends stereotype that made her a star.
The film in which she has accomplished
this feat, The Good Girl, provides the vehicle for Aniston Lo prove that she is a good
actress, but
does not have
enough gas
left in the tank
to be exemplary.
Aniston
plays Justine, a
small-town
girl mired in a
dull, routine
marriage to a
pot-smoking
house painter
and a mindnumbing,
meaningless
job at a local
retail store.
Her life is
more or less a
Jennifer Aniston

Aniston, and also great supporting work
from Jake Gyllenhaal as Holden, and John
C. Reilly as Justine's husband, Phil.
The Good Girl was inhibited, however,
by a lack of authenticity. The characters
within the small, southern town are treated
with condescension and contempt by the
filmmakers, and the picture itself just meanders along until the end.
The acting is good, but sadly not good
enough to prop up the sagging plot. I guess
the filmmakers might be trying to make a
point about necessity and possibility, but it
could have been done in a much better way
than The Good Girl, for example Erick

breaks away from being Rachel and steams things up.

that Carmine, the head of the New
York family, shared his frustration.
Will Meadow ever get over the
loss of Jackie Junior and forgive
Tony? Will A.J. get back on track?
Will Junior survive the trial and
cancer? Will the F.B.I, fool Adriana
into helping them bring Christopher down?
We will all have to wait and
see but one thing is for sure: there's
no question what everyone will be
doing this Sunday night. So boil
up the pasta and break out the vino;
the "family" is home.

CK FACTS

Grade: C +
Movie: The Good Girl
Starring:
Jennifer Aniston,
Jake Gyllenhal,
John C. Reilly
Director:
Miguel Arteta
Zonca's great film of 1998, The Dreamlife
ofAngels.
At the
end of the
day, go see
The Good
Girl if you
want to see a
well-acted,
depressing
film about a
bunch
of
hayseeds
who don't
think life can
be any better
than it is. If
you go in expecting this,
than you will
not be disappointed.
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The ticket
of the year
Rusted Root to play
at Fairfield
on September 28
BY

KEITH

WHAMOND
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The tribal sounds ofc Rusted
.
,
r-jun
•
n
Root
are coming to Fairfield Uni.. ~,
,
•„ u
versity. The popular group will be

storming on to campus on Saturday, Sept 28, as part of the
Volkswagen College Tour
The Pittsburg based band is
hot on the heels of their new album, Welcome to My Party. "Blue
Diamonds" is their current single,
and can be heard on radio stations
everywhere.
The band is most widely
known for their hit single, "Send
Me on My Way"
from their multiplatinum debut 1994
album When I Woke.
The band consists of Michael
Glabicki (lead vocals,
guitar), Jenn Wertz
(vocals, guitar, percussion), Liz Berlin
(vocals, guitar, percussion), Jim Donovan (drums,
percussion, vocals), Patrick
Norman (bass, guitar, baritone,
vocals, percussion), and John
Buynak (electric guitar, percussion, flute).
"A song is an organism that

has a history and has different
meanings to many different
people," Glabicki says on the
band's website.
,
,
Those people attach them,
...
selves to this organism
and beb

cause of that; it's a ritual, a way to
jointly go places."
Welcome to My Party was recorded after the band took a year
off for all the members to pursue
different artistic avenues.
It was a time when few people
knew for sure the future of the
band, least of all the members.
Luckily, the band is back and still
making great music.
The tour, will
also
stop
by
Fordham University,
Rutgers University,
Michigan State University, and University of Rhode Island.
The show also includes special guest
Mike Doughty, a
former member of Soul Coughing.
The concert will be at 7p.m.
at Alumni Hall. Student tickets are
available at the Campus Center for
$8. Tickets for the general public
are available for $12 at all
Ticketmaster locations.
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Saturday,
September 28 7pm
On Sale Now

Fairfield University
Alumni Hall
Student Ticket - $8 @ Campus Center
Genera! Public Ticket - S12 @ Hctetmaster locations
RUSTED ROOT'S NEW STUDIO ALBUM "WELCOME TO MY PARTY"
FEATURING 'BLUE DIAMONDS' IN STORES NOW!

WWW.RUSTEDROOT.COM

Write for The Mirror.
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Coldplay...
Could You Play It Again Please?

BY KEITH WHAMOND

Smooth, simple, haunting, beautiful, Coldplay's
sophomore effort, A Rush of Blood to the Head.
And with a fair amount to live up to. The band's
last album, Parachutes, sold 1.4 million copies, backed
by the hits "Yellow" and "Trouble". With all four members, Chris Martin (vocals), Jon Buckland (guitar), Guy
Berryman (bass) and Will Champion (drums) still in their
early 20s, the band is already being compared to The Smiths,
Radiohead, and U2.
It's with A Rush of Blood to the Head that the band really
solidifies their place in the world of music. All of the songs
bear a resemblance of those on Parachutes, but with the proper
growth.
With the first track, "Politik," Martin asks us to "Look at
Earth from outer space,"an invitation to join the band on a trip
for the next 54 minutes.
That's really what this album is, too; a personal invitation from
.'
four British lads to listen to their music. You can feel the acousti§|*
guitars, the pianos, and the drums as though you were sitting in the
room with the band when it was recorded. The strict rhyming style,
the mournful vocals totally unique to Martin, this is all distinctively Coldplay,
The first single off the album is "In My Place,"which is probably the most
commercial of all the songs on the album.
^;
Memorable and catchy, the song still carries the vibe of the band and their new "*
album. "I was scared/tried, and under prepared/but I wait for you," Martin sings. A bad

love life for him means excellent songs for us.
The same beautiful piano playing heard on "Trouble" returns
on "Amsterdam," the album's closing track, one of the best on
the album. "My star is fading/And I see no chance of release/
And I know I'm dead on the surface/But I am screaming underneath," says Martin.
How anyone could pen a work like this and consider
himself fading is beyond most mere mortals. "It's weird
how that song got on," Martin told Billboard magazine,
"because it never really had that much attention paid to it.
That was probably the song that took us the longest time
to write, although it's actually the simplest song."
One of the best albums of 2002. Buy it.

isc

DATA

Grade: A
Artist: Coldplay
CD: A Rush of Blood
to the Head
Label: Capitol

This Weeks Sound Check...

Molly Martin:
Graduate Assistant

CD: Coldplay, A Rush of Blood to the Head
Track 2: "I've heard it
before. I like it. I would
definitely rock out to it.
Sounds like a typical college song"
Track 6: "I didn't like
that one as much. It felt
kind of dragged out and
depressing."

Nick Mercadante:
WVOF Music Director

Track 2: "The melodies
are so lush. It feels like
something someone was
working on for a long
time. Awesome transition
song from last album, it
has the same feel as Yellow."
Track 6: "This song is
unbelieveable. It sounds
like something Radiohead
would do. They are musicians who can make
music art."

Photos: Keith. 3S4a,
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EDITORIAL
Editorial Board:
Sean A. Hayes - Editor in Chief
Ethan L. Fry - Managing Editor, Content
Joshua J. O'Connell - Managing Editor, Design/Online
Chris Zeitz - Commentary Editor

We're Number 1!
We re Number 1!
Despite what administration and town officials say,
Fairfield University's recent ranking by the Princeton Review as having the worst town-gown relations in the country is troubling.
Yes, the rankings are based on anecdotal surveys. Yes,
there are wonderful, strong bonds between the town and the
university. But that does not negate the fact that there is a
hostile environment between year-round residents and students at the beach.
In a recent letter to the Connecticut Post, Rev. Aloysius
P. Kelley, S.J. and First Selectman Ken Flatto stressed that
university and town officials are doing everything in their
power to improve relations. However, in saying this, they
exclude the students, undoubtedly the most important key
group to improving town-gown relations.
The administration is asking students to act in a more
respectful and mature manner, which is a reasonable expectation. But when officials in power refuse to acknowledge
that students actually have a say in the matter, what do they
expect in return?
How difficult would it have been for Kelley and Flatto
to incorporate in their letter contributions from FUSA, or
SBRA, or the member of our student body who is a member
of Fairfield^s RTM? Sadly, none of this was done..
Kelley and Flatto go on to brag that "others on the Review list rated poorly include some of the most respected
institutions of higher learning in the country, including
Lehigh University, the University of Pennsylvania, Duke
University, and Northwestern University."
This point, if it is a point at all, is completely absurd.
Wesleyan University, a highly respected institution of higher
learning, ranked high in the Review's rankings for acceptance of gay community, students who ignore God, students
who are most nostalgic for Bill Clinton, and "BirkentsockWearing, Tree-Hugging, Clove-Smoking Vegetarians."
Fairfield University probably wouldn't jump at the chance
to rank highly in these categories, even if it meant such esteemed company.
At the end of the day, both students and townspeople
have to work for compromise to improve relations at the
beach. But compromise is not helped when officials on both
sides of the dispute ignore the people at the heart of the
conflict, or refuse to acknowledge that such a conflict even
exists.
The editorial represents the opinion of the majority
of The Mirror Editorial Board.
What is your opinion?
Write to us: commentary@fairfieldmirror.com

THE FAIRFIELD MIRROR
BoxAA
1073 North Benson Road
Fairfield, Connecticut 06430

News: (203) 256-6600
Advertising: (203) 256-6594
Editor in Chief: (203) 256-6529

The Mirror welcomes the opinions
and contributions of its readers:
Letters to the editor must be timely and submitted by disk,
e-mailed to commentary@fairfieldmirror.com
or submitted through our website: vvTvw.fairfieldmirror.com.
Once received, all letters become property of The Mirror.
There are no guarantees of publication and all submissions must be signed.
The Mirror reserves the right to edit letters and articles for content,
length and grammatical error. Letters should be free of obscenities
and personal attacks, and should contain correct and factual information.
Please keep letters to under 350 words.

The Mirror is in room 104 of Barone Campus Center

What was lost, gained on 9/11
BY LAURA PFEIFER

So I'm getting my hair coiffed
in the new Roy Michael Salon on
Park Avenue by the owner, himself. As I'm trying to enjoy this
transformation of my formerly
long locks, I am interrupted from
my tranquil salon experience by
these two nasally New Yawk accents.
Being the astute listener that
I am, I could not help but overhear
their conversation on an article that
appeared in Vanity Fair magazine
about slain reporter Daniel Pearl,
who was presumably killed by terrorists. They then launched into
this whole other conversation
about Sept. 11 and all of the
women who were widowed and
children who were orphaned.
Well, if I was overly superficial, I
would have been wondering why
they were talking about such a
dreary and depressing topic in a salon where for a fee, stylists can
make you beautiful. Why talk
about something so horrifically
ugly and ruin the salon experience?
Fortunately, I do not let the
salon-smells of peroxide and
chemicals cloud my scruples.
Being a Catholic, laden with the
ever-present feeling of guilt, I began to feel extremely uncomfortable about my indulgent 'do. Why
was I paying a considerable
amount of money for a haircut

when it could be donated to a relief fund? I remember thinking
that while we have to move on, is
there a way that we can remember? Why am I feeling a twinge
of guilt about pampering myself
when I should be celebrating the
fact that I am sitting in that chair?
But then I thought, I have every right to do as I please. Instead
of mourning the lives' of others, I
am enjoying my own life. I am
enjoying the freedom of my time
to do as I please, just as the signers of the Declaration of Independence intended. Whether or not
getting a high-end haircut was their
idea of freedom remains a gray
area.
Here we are, citizens in the
most envied nation in the world,
finally embracing a sense of Patriotism that would have made our
Founding Fathers proud. One year
later, I am still seeing Old Glory
waving in the breeze. Finally, instead of seeing citizens of this
country proudly display the heritage from which they came, I am
seeing a resurgence of pride
through fashion in the culture that
they have chosen and embraced.
The American Flag is the hottest commodity since sliced bread,
and it is everywhere, sported on tshirts and car dashboards and mirrors. I am seeing the American flag
being displayed in a spot of prominence. People are now joining to-

gether and are genuinely proud to
be Americans, something they
should have been before Sept. 11,
2001.
Undoubtedly, it is still difficult to really grasp the tragic events
that shook the morning hours of
Sept. 11. I guess it never seemed
real to me; it was as if Steven
Spielberg directed life for a moment in time. During the summer,
I would peruse the pages of my
daily newspaper and I would still
be reading obituaries about those
lost on Sept. 11. I see pictures of
Osama Bin Laden in the windows
of stores with the words "Wanted"
printed underneath them. I see the
flags. I see the t-shirts. I see the
bumper stickers. I hear the songs.
I watch the specials.
Maybe in a sense, I am trying
to place myself in the post-9/11
feeling of displacement. Where do
I stand in this world? As I heard
the women speaking about what
others had lost, as I was feeling
guilty, I began reflecting on what
was gained as a nation.
Those women made me realize that I am not the sole recipient
of a guilty conscience or a heavy
heart. I should be embracing this
life that I was given, living life instead of lamenting those lost. One
year later, we should be celebrating the heroes, their memories, the
life that we were given, and the fact
that each and every day, we can
wake up in our
beds and experience the freedom that we are
guaranteed.
We should
be celebrating
the fact that we
have become
increasingly resilient as a nation during the
past year. We
have truly become a living
version of "The
Pledge of Allegiance," living
indivisible as
one nation,
never taking
our freedom for
granted for one
more day.

Fairfield's unveiling of the 9/11 stamp.
From left to right, Beverly Schuch, Roberta Flack, John RWalsh.Charles H. Allen, S.J.
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Sopranos or 5^x in the City.?
HE said
SHE sail
Don Partyka

Lynn Raimondo

There is absolutely no way that Sex in the City could be better than the Sopranos.
To think such a thing is obviously the result of being dropped too many times on the
head as a child.
Sex in the City is based on four single women in New York City who spend endless
nights full of men and "tartinis." The Sopranos, on the other hand, is an amazing mobdrama based in North Jersey, revolving around believable and familiar characters. They
deal with relationship problems similar to "ordinary folk," whether it's Tony and his
mom, Tony and his wife, or something closer to us like Meadow and Jackie junior.
These problems are all against the backdrop of New Jersey mob life, but we all can
relate to their hardships.
We can relate better to The Sopranos because they are not part of the "Beautiful
People" crowd of Sex in the City. The Sopranos does involve a great deal of Italian
stereotypes though, with Pauly in his Adidas tracksuit or Tony in his wife-beater. But,
we have a lot of Italian Stereotypes here at Fairfield. (Tight black shirts and hair gel...
really though, I love all of you.)
Regardless, the characters of the Sopranos have a far more gritty and real appearance. Tony is a tough guy, who deals with family, mob problems, and anxiety attacks.
He is a deeply complicated and interesting character. Compare him to Carrie of Sex in
the City, a once hot, but now slightly aging columnist, who writes about her "exploits."
The show is full of superficial conversation and almost clever sexual innuendo.
I imagine this was refreshing to women at first; four strong, independent, and supposedly sexually liberated women dealing with the trials of everyday life. I watched an
episode of the show last Sunday to confirm my own suspicions. I saw four females
dealing with reality by pretending to be happy and sophisticated, though
they're really just frivolous and immature. Whenever life became too difficult, they all had the money for Gucci
Shoes or a Fendi Bag.
Whatever you may think of me
and what I've said, I know this Sunday all over Campus and the Beach,
we will be huddled around the TV.
waiting to see if Ralphie gets whacked,
or if the Feds nail Tony (I doubt it).
The Sopranos is very much a guys escape fantasy, fast paced, intense
lifestyle, danger, power, and excitement. Sex in the City on the other hand
seems to be very much a female's fantasy. Talking without ever really saying anything, shopping for the sake of
shopping, and men for... well until next
week.

It's Sunday and it's nearing nine o'clock. If it is The Sopranos season it is merely a
Sunday evening, and I've got those Sunday "man, I have class tomorrow" blues. However, if we are all lucky enough for it to be Sex and the City season, I'm practically
dancing!
Sex and the City cures the Sunday blues like nothing else. What is better to watch
than four girls looking to have a good time, but simultaneously being faced with life's
obstacles? Nothing I say, nothing at all. It has a touch of every single human emotion.
First we need to examine The Sopranos. I have watched this show enough times to
understand the characters and how they are all connected to each other. I'll admit, this
show has its charms — it can definitely lure you in. But when it comes down to it, it isn't
much more than a bunch of guys living "gangster" lives.
I think it makes people romanticize this type of life without knowing how it really
is. However, this is what makes good TV. It keeps people entertained, but I suppose it
just isn't for me. I find the most interesting part of the show to be
where they film, because it's often within a fifteen minute vicinity of
my house.
Then there is Sex and the
City. Ahh, every girl's bible.
There are these four women, to
which every female can somehow relate, who often find
themselves in binds with men.
Afterwards, they discuss their
issues over lunch. It's great, it's
what we do every day. It's real.
Not only that, it's funny, and the
viewer becomes addicted, needing to know what will happen
next.
Actually, now that I think
about it, perhaps these two
shows aren't too different from
each other at all. Both are extremely successful and have a
following. Next, both have
characters whose lives we'd
love to emulate. Last, both
shows depict how characters
tackle the scandals in which
they are involved. The scandals
just vary.
I suppose it is what each person prefers, intensity or the direct opposite. And I must
say, for how great Sex and he City is, I have one complaint. Why oh why did Carrie
mess up so much with Aidan? It kills me, he's such a stud. And now Big just happens to
pop back into the picture. Sigh.

Carrie

"The kids are alright..." for the economy
The town of Fairfield has undergone a
revitalization precisely at the same time the
university did so internally. Burgeoning enrollment meant and still means opportunities for vendors to grab a piece of our spending money. As you drive through town, it is
clear that the business community knows we
exist and appreciates us. New stores have
popped up on the Post Road and Kings
Highway among other places. Whether the
town wants to admit it or not we are good

for
the
local
ing whip-cream
economy.
laden beverages.
THE BOND FILE
One of the most
The simple fact
recent editions is the
is coffee shops, dinMICHAEL A. BOND
ers, pizza parlors,
Starbucks over on
Kings Highway. I
and
bookstores
know that this is an exciting development along with a variety of other merchants enfor many of us here. It also means that town joy having our patronage and the town in
members no longer have to drive to Westport turn enjoys the convenience of having them
to find one. Just today I went there and it here. An affluent, sophisticated, young dewas packed with middle-aged people order- mographic here at the university has helped
Fairfield become a college
town with an increasing
amount of distinct hangFile photo:
outs and town favorites
Paul Penneili
among students.
College towns are good
and bad. They are good because they inject life into
sleepy communities and
help maintain a robust business environment. However, they are bad in that
college means drinking for
many. Drinking leads to
drunkenness, and that in
turn leads to rowdiness
which is a big no-no for a
wine and cheese community like Fairfield.
Having a freshman uriFavorite student "haunts" rely on patrons from both on and off-campus

i»s

nate on someone's house isn't likely to win
any friends for him or the University.
Fairfield becoming a college town for
us is a real benefit because with a car the
campus has almost expanded. We need not
rely solely on the bookstore's inflated prices
and Sodexho's grade C- food. We can actually visit civilization. My point is that we
do appreciate Fairfield the town, and we
give back to the residents what they give to
us.
As Fairfield town members vote to censor our noise, curb our beach behavior, and
increasingly try to isolate us to the "islandof-debauchery" that they consider the campus, I would recommend that they look hard
at a few things.
As I said before, we drive a significant
portion of the economy. In turn, they use
our resources such as the RecPlex, the Quick
Center, and our Adult education programs.
I think its time for this town to grow up.
We're kids who go to college. Do they remember their college experiences? Oh,
maybe that's a question they would prefer
not to answer. In short, as "The Who" once
wailed so eloquently, "the kids are alright."
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Welcome to college...
Now, here's a list of everything you need

■

College. The next BIG STEP?
moon-base without your oxygen
Just watch your step, as your foot
helmet
on. You are choked by the
FRESH IDEAS
hits terra ferma; new people, housing,
humidity
of the external world.
RELATIVELY SPEAKING
freedoms, and opportunities will surOnce you have moved your
CHRISTIAN VILLODAS
round you, along with new responsi"things" in, the "living together"
bilities. Your universe is now 100
begins. Roommates, and survival
square feet of living space, your meals are not "just like with other members of the species is always smoother if
Mom's," and your classes are longer, with double the one abides by the basic tenets presented in kindergarten.
workload.
They are so simple, so basic, and so true. They are: sharing
When you arrive on campus, you are entering a new is caring, clean up your mess, don't touch what's not yours,
dimension, a place where time is scarce and sound invades two inches beyond your nose is the end of "your space",
your room through neighboring walls. A world where fresh- make good use of your time, and don't run with scissors.
men walk and upperclassmen ride.
Opportunities to screw up in college abound due in
It begins with your dorm and room assignment, infor- part to the rather high incidence of firsts experienced by
mation you've been anxiously anticipating, yet somehow incoming freshmen. This starts with the first time you do
its arrival provides no calm. Could it be that anticipation laundry in the dorm and notice that the washing machine
far exceeds realization? Is there another source of your anxi- options for operation differ from those at home.
ety? Could it be the dreaded shopping and decorating for
Then there's the first time that you are really in charge
your dorm? One of the most dramatic changes in your of yourself. When you wake up, when you go to bed, when
young life, is the thought that you're finally on your own. you go bathe, how you manage all your own time, and what
To complete this daunting decorating assignment, you you eat.
must travel to the edge of the galaxy (or Galleria) to thouThen there are the list of administrative "don't brings."
sands of other stores before you set foot into the wonderful The torch lights and the George Forman Grills, both of
world of Linens 'N Things.
which invoke images of burgers and dorms burnt in just
Now we all know that the linens go on the bed. It's the under ten minutes.
"things" that seem to clutter up our rooms. They are tripped
Shopping done, moving over, roommates adjusted,
over, pushed aside, stepped on, broken and occasionally surviving the gauntlet of firsts, and abiding by the campus
inflict injury.
list of don'ts — in the end we all begin as freshmen. Small
The worst time to shop for these items is the summer fish in a big pond. The pond is much wider now, farther
before college. Entering the mall, a rush of cool air greets away from home, yet it's still a pond, and one in which we
you, as you escape the muggy heat of August. Leaving is were all meant to swim through living, growing, and jourthe problem. As you exit the automatic doors, and enter the neying toward our destiny.
un-air-conditioned world, it's like walking outside of the
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QUESTION
OF THE WEEK
BY AMY TORCHEN AND VIRGINIA MEADE

What is the best
thing you did this
summer?
Going to Disneyworld
with my family on
vacation.
— Danielle Craparo, '06
:

$| %

Waiting in the rain
for Dave Matthews
tickets.
—Danielle Marini, '06

I got engaged!
--Kristen Smith, '04

Went backstage
with Eminem. That
man is nasty!"
—Jesse Dinius, '05

9? -

Went to Israelfor a
week with Theater

Fairfield.

You're incoming Freshmen, and the school newspaper puts your pie-eating contest photos on the internet.
Then, in case no one saw the photo, the lazy commentary editor uses it again. Life's tough, huh?

—Jay Stowe
Paul Robinson, '05

few

To the Editor:
At the beginning of each school year, The HAM Channel sponsors StagStock-a day of fun, frisbee, friends, and
music. This past Saturday, we were graced with beautiful weather and some phenomenal bands!
I would like to acknowledge all the people who helped out and made this huge event possible. Without their help,
it would have been difficult to pull off a concert of this caliber. From the set-up crews at 7 a.m., to the camera
operators, to those who stayed past midnight to break-down the stage - thank you so, so much — all of you? Also,
much appreciation and gratitude must be extended to WVOF and FUSA who co-sponsored the event with us.
I didn't think it would be possible to repeat the enormous success of last year's concert, featuring O.A.R., but this
year the audience's enthusiasm once again shattered the myth of student apathy. Thank you all for coming out to the
Quad to see Madison Prep, NearFall, Nico, the Fairfield Dance Ensemble, and Virginia Coalition. I think we got the
year off to a good start.
If anyone missed the concerts, please check out The HAM Channel (64). StagStock will be shown throughout the
month of September and featured on our first live show of the season, "Into It" on Sept. 17.
—Kristen E. Romanelli. '03
Executive Producer, The HAM Channel

We worked as male escorts.
—Rick Voigt
CJ Kemp, '03
%<* —

Got a burning question you want
The Torch or Virg to answer?
E-mail us your thoughts.
Send your comments to
mirror@fair1 .fairfield.edu
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Summing up...
Up and down startfor volleyball
BY MIKE THEILE

The Fairfield woman's volleyball team
fell twice this past weekend in Fairfield Invitational Tournament.
The Lady Stags (2-5) lost to Penn State
and New Hampshire on Saturday. The
Nittany Lions (6-0) defeated Fairfield 3-0
behind Mishka Levy's 16 kills.
New Hampshire slipped by Fairfield
earlier in the day in a suspenseful five-game
match. Junior Laurie Brands recorded 18
kills and nine digs, but that was not enough
to stop the Wildcats.
"In this tournament I felt we improved
in being more consistent in our passing,
serves, and our backcourt defense," said
first year coach Jeff Werneke. "We just need
to be more consistent in everything we do
to improve throughout the year."
The Stags won the first game of their
thrilling match versus UNH 30-22, but the
Wildcats bounced back by winning the next

two 30-19, and 30-27. Fairfield refused to
lose and won an extremely close fourth game
32-30. New Hampshire finally ended the
Stag's chances with a 15-7 victory in game
five.
Freshman Casey Machon had 17 kills
for the Stags and Kristen Anderson had 15
kills for the Wildcats in this five-game
match.
"We need to give ourselves opportunities to win matches," Werneke said. "And
by being consistent, that will improve our
chances."
The Stags showed that type of play on
Friday night, in their first match of the tournament. Fairfield was victorious against
Seton Hall by a score of 3-1. This match
had some very close games, but with beautiful play from the Stags, they prevailed as
winners. Brands and Machon combined for
28 kills to lead the team to victory.
The Stags are led by seniors Erin
Doherty and Sasha Blake.

This weekend the Stags
will host the Fairfield Volleyball Classic. Fairfield will
have another rough weekend
of competition with Harvard,
Illinois-Chicago, and Stony
Brook in the field.
"Illinois is on a hot streak
right now, so they should be
tough," Werneke said. "But
this is the first competition for
Harvard, so they might be
rusty and we need to take advantage of that."
The Stags face Harvard
on Friday at 7p.m. Fairfield
then plays Stony Brook on
Saturday at 1 before facing
the University of Illinois-Chicago at 7 p.m.
Photo: Mike Theile

Laurie Brands serves at last weekend's tournament.

Women's soccer looks ahead to ECAC tOUTTiey
BY PAUL HART

After a tough weekend on the road, the
women's Soccer team returns home and
looks to rebound from two tough losses to
non-conference opponents Ohio and Kent
State.
The season is just three games old and
the team's record stands at 1-2 with the only
victory coming in double overtime against
Wagner in the season opener. Scoring for
the Stags in the 3-2 win were Shannon Helm,
Sandy Michaels, and Lindsey Pulito.
The Lady Stags return to action Friday
playing against Brown and Vermont in the
ECAC Women's Soccer Classic in Cape
Cod, MA. The team has had success against
both Vermont and Brown in the last few
years but as Coach Maria Piechocki said,
"We beat them both pretty handily last year
so we're expecting them to be looking for a
Photo: Sports Info

little revenge."
The team follows up after that with its
home opener against St. Joseph's on Sept.
j20. Before breaking into their conference
^schedule, the Lady Stags face a tough match
with Iowa State.
Piechocki called this game "A very
challenging match against a tough Division
I opponent. After this game, we will have
a pretty good idea where we are as a team,"
she said.
The Stags are led by tri-captains Kyle
McClintock, Cailin Donovan, and Robyn
Brady. The team this year is young and inexperienced with just three seniors and several freshmen starting in key roles.
One such player is freshmen goalie
Katie Ely, who has seen most of the minutes in the net. She has performed well
making 10 saves in the game against Kent
State. Freshmen Helm has stepped up as

well scoring two goals already while playing the forward position.
"We've been challenged a bit by some
of the teams we've played so far, and we
just don't have as much experience as they
do," Piechocki said. Still players like Kelly
Chappie, and Lindsay Sampson have both
stepped in after being injured for the last two
years.
The team fell just short against Kent
State, having scored the first goal but not
being able to hold on at the end losing 2-1.
According to Piechocki, "The team played
a good game in a losing effort against Kent
State and Ohio, we just struggled defensively against their pressure."
Against Ohio, the Lady Stags lost 5-1
with the lone goal being scored by Helm.
Fairfield will play its home-opener on
Friday Sept. 20 against St. Joseph's.

Junior Sandy Michaels in action.

Field hockey seeks national recognition
BY MIKE PIGNATARO

The women's field hockey team suffered a disheartening 6-5 loss to Rutgers on
penalty strokes Tuesday.
The loss was the Stags' first of the season after winning the team's first two games
against Providence and Rhode Island.
Fairfield also, for the first time ever,
received votes in the NFHCA National Poll.
The Stags received seven votes following
their two impressive wins over quality north
east opponents.
The Stags will get another chance for
national recognition when the team faces
18th ranked Hofstra as well as north east
powers Connecticut and St. Joseph's.
Fairfield has been led by Julie Knoblich
and Kiara Nickl. Knoblich has tallied three

goals while Nickl has netted two so far this
season.
Freshman defender Jessica Martin has
made an immediate impact on the team.
Martin was named Patriot League Rookie
of the Week after forcing three turnovers and
five tackles against Rhode Island last week.
The Stags opened the season with a 2-1
overtime win over Providence on Sept. 7.
Dani Brown scored the game-winning tally
on a breakaway from Andrea Caputa.
Caputa scored the first Fairfield goal
when she deflected a pass from Kara Lynch
into the Friar net. Lauren Thomas made four
saves in the Stags' victory.
Fairfield then convincingly knocked off
Rhode Island 4-1 on Sept. 8. Knoblich and
Nickl each tallied twice for the Stags' four
goals.

The Stags open their Patriot League
schedule on Saturday with an away game
at Colgate. Fairfield then travels to Hofstra
on Sept. 20 before returning home to face
Dartmouth on Sept. 22.
Fairfield has high expectations going
into its league schedule following the team's
first-ever Patriot League Tournament
Championship and an automatic berth in the
NCAA Tournament last year.
The Stags return 11 players from last
year's roster that barely qualified for the
season-ending conference tournament before upsetting their way to the league crown.
The team is led by seniors Lynch,
Brown and Liz Croney, while Knoblich,
Nickl and Caputa add to the Stags' offensive firepower.
Photo: Sports Info

Field hockey team celebrates a win.
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THIS WEEK IN SPORTS
FOOTBALL

FIELD HOCKEY
Fairfield lost its first game of the year
Tuesday with a tough 6-5 loss to
Rutgers in penalty strokes. The Stags
are now 2-1 on the season and for the
first time ever received national
ranking votes. Fairfield next plays
Colgate away on Saturday.

The Stags lost their season-opener 24-20 to
Fairmont State two weeks ago. Fairfield
next faces LaSalle away on Saturday then
Georgetown away on Sept. 21 before returning home on Sept. 28 to play Fordham.

See complete story on p. 18.

MEN'S SOCCER
Fairfield lost its season-opener 2-1 to
Boston University on Tuesday. The
Stags play their home-opener on the
brand new Lessing Field Wednesday
against Ivy League power Harvard.

WOMEN'S SOCCER
The Stags have started with a 1 -2
record following the team's two-game
road trip to Ohio last weekend.
Fairfield began the trip by losing 5-1
to Ohio on Friday then lost 2-1 to
Kent State on Sunday.

See Lessing Field story on p. 20.
See complete story on p. 18.

CROSS COUNTRY

OMEN'S VOLLEYBALL

The men and women's teams each
finished in eighth place in the seasonopening meet at Central Connecticut
State on Sept. 7. Bryan Mahoney was
the men's top runner while Erin
Heslin led the lady Stags by finishing
19th overall.

After defeating Seton Hall in the first
game of the Fairfield Invitational last
Friday, the Stags dropped decisions to
New Hampshire and Penn State on the
tournament's second day.
See complete story on p. 18.

See related article below.

UPCOMING EVENTS
FRIDAY SEPT. 13
Women's Soccer at Brown @ 4
Women's Golf at Dartmouth Invitational
Women's Tennis at Eastern Collegiates
Women's Volleyball vs Harvard @ 7

SATURDAY SEPT 14
Football at LaSalle @ 1
Field Hockey at Colgate @ 1
Women's Volleyball vs Stony Brook @ 1
Women's Volleyball vs UIC @ 7

SUNDAY SEPT 15
Women's Soccer at Vermont @ noon
Men's Tennis Doubles Festival at Fairfield

WEDNESDAY SEPT. 18
Men's Soccer vs Harvard @ 7

ATHLETE
OF THE WEEK
PLAYER:

ERIN HESLIN

'03

SPORT: Cross Country
POSITION: Co Captain
HOMETOWN:
Kensington, Connecticut
Heslin was Fairfield's top finisher while placing 19th
overall at the Central Connecticut State Invitational on Sept.
7. The senior runner completed the three-mile race with a
time of 19:09. The meet featured some of the top schools in
the north east such as Boston College, Holy Cross and Syracuse and comprised a total of 141 women competitors.
Send suggestions who you think should be named
Athlete of the Week to sports@fairfieldmirror.com.
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Editor: Mike Pignataro
E-mail: sports@fairfieldmirror.com

Grand opening?
New soccer and lacrosse field may not be completed on time
BY MIKE PIGNATARO

The brand new $1.3 million
Lessing Field located in the center of campus should be ready for
the men's soccer team's home
opener next Wednesday against
Harvard.
However, certain standards
need to be met by the construction company before the university officially accepts the field, according to Director of Athletics
Eugene Doris.
"Our field consultant Dr.
Dest reported that the contractor
hasn't met standards," Doris said.
"There are minor items that still
need work. Odds are the field will
be ready in time."
Much of the construction
cost was donated by Stephen
Lessing, whom the field is named
after. Lessing was a member of
Fairfield's lacrosse and tennis
teams while attending the university.
Lessing Field, which will
hold 600 fans, will primarily be
used as a game-field only. The
wear-and-tear of the many programs occupying Alumni Field
was one of the primary factors
leading to the construction of
Lessing Field for soccer and lacrosse.
"The surface is critical for the
style of game we play," said head

Photo: Sports Info

Spencer Collum on the attack.

Women's Volleyball
p. 18
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Lessmg Field will be the new home for the soccer and lacrosse programs once the field meets final standards this week.
women's soccer coach Maria
Piechocki. 'The maintenance of
the field will be more plush and
conducive to fit our game."
The quality and appearance of
the new stadium will also aid the
soccer and lacrosse programs in
gaining more recognition and interest amongst high-level collegiate
programs as well as high school athletes.
"The field will definitely help
us in terms of recruiting, getting
better teams to come here to play
us and to host tournaments," said
men's soccer head coach Carl Rees.
Rees, however, admits that it
remains to be seen if the new stadium will attract more student interest in the games.
Some students say that because
of the field's central location on
campus, it will attract more students.
"I think it will attract more student interest," said Leslie Estelle

Women's Soccer
p. 18

'05. "As a former resident of
Dolan, I know it will because students are going to walk right by
the field on their way to their
dorm."
Kevin Nyarady '05 agreed.
"You can't miss it. It's right in the
middle of campus, making it convenient for more students to attend
games," Nyarady said. "I think it
will definitely benefit the athletic
programs."
However, SeanTompkins '03
says the teams' performances on
the field will be the underlying factor for consistent large student
turnouts.
"Although the field's location
may initially attract more students
than before, it will be up to the
teams to get those fans to keep
coming out," Tompkins said.
The opening of Lessing Field
comes one year after the basketball programs' move to the Arena
at Harbor Yard. This was done in
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an attempt to provide the athletic
programs with the best facilities
possible while attracting more attention to the university.
The athletic department succeeded in this feat when it was
announced this summer that the
Arena at Harbor Yard would host
part of the 2006 Women's NCAA
Basketball Tournament.
"It was getting tougher and
tougher as time went on to be able
to get Yale, Harvard and other top
teams to come here because the
soccer field was always chopped
up because of the football game the
weekend before," Doris said. "For
a lacrosse standpoint, lacrosse is
starting to go more and more towards grass, especially during the
postseason."
The men's soccer team, which
has been consistently ranked
amongst the nation's top 25 teams,
is excited at the opportunity to
open Lessing Field against Ivy
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League-power Harvard on
Wednesday.
"Harvard had a very good
team last year. With Harvard's
location and rivalry, it may attract
many community members to the
game," Rees said.
He added, "We are delighted
to get on the new field. It is infinitely better for our soccer program."

Athlete of
p. 17
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